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An Overview of Patient Matching

Patient matching aims to identify records that 
belong to the same patient among different data 
sources or duplicate records within the same source.

In other words, it identifies records that represent 
the same entity.

In general, an entity can be an individual person, 
families, twins, organizations, etc. For the OpenMRS 
module, the entity is a patient.

Patient records contain fields like name, unique ID’s, 
birth date, sex , addresses, etc., describing the entity.



                                                              Contd…       
   

Record linkage is the task of identifying pieces of 
scattered information that refer to the same thing.

De-duplication is the specific patient matching 
process that focuses on identifying links among 
patients within the same system.



2011 GSoC Matching Module Objectives

User Interface Improvements

Improve Manage Strategies Interface:
The module has a ‘Create New strategies’ page where the 

list of available fields are presented.
To avoid horizontal scrolling the list of available fields is      

changed from three to two columns

The next screens illustrate how the page is modified:



Strategies screen (fields not highlighted)



Strategies screen (fields highlighted)

Highlight “active fields” used for matching in the     
strategy page so that they are recognized easily



Add Merge Confirmation Because merging patient 
records is not reversible programmatically, we added 
a warning statement when users click on the "patient 
merge" button.



Support Separate Analysis and Production 
Servers

Allow An Analysis Server to Point to a Production 
Server.

Complex de-duplication can be run on an “analytics” 
server, merging duplicates can be performed on a 
second “production” server.

Add a URL property option to the patient de-
duplication module to define which OpenMRS 
instance the de-duplication report points to, instead 
of automatically defaulting to the local URL.

The merging can take place in the production server 
instead of doing it on the research server



Persist configuration data for each de-duplication 
report

 Whenever a new report is generated, information such as 
the user that ran the report, a timestamp for the report, 
elapsed time for each sub-step of the analysis, and which 
strategies were used should be associated with the de-
duplication report.

 The report’s meta-information is persisted in the MySQL 
database

 On the interface there is an option to view the metadata 
“View statistics” along with “View report” option.

   



Option to view report statistics



The View Statistics Screen



Matching algorithm enhancements

Transposed Fields

   Patients occasionally interchange or transpose their 
three names (Given Name, Middle Name, and 
Family Name). We are creating a process that allows 
transposed fields to be compared and used for 
matching.

   An approach for matching interchangeable fields

   “Concatenate and use Longest common 
sequence(LCS)”



Accommodating Transposed Fields 

1) Identify Surname, Given name and middle name fields as potentially transposed 
(‘interchangeable”).

2) By identifying those fields as interchangeable, they will be concatenated together 
into a single string as an additional field.

                (For example, "SMITHBOBALLEN", and "ALLENSMITHBOB”.)

3) Create potential record pairs among all records for some blocking field combination

   SURNAME| GIVEN | MIDDLE | SEX | YEAR | MONTH| DAY| CITY |STATE| TEL   | CONCATENATED
   -------+-------+--------+-----+------+------+----+------+-----+-------+---------------
   SMITH  | BOB   | ALLEN  |  M  | 1968 |  12  | 20 | GORD |  IN |5551212| SMITHBOBALLEN
   ALLEN  | SMITH | BOB    |  M  | 1968 |  12  | 20 | GARD |  IN |5551213| ALLENSMITHBOB

4)  Apply the Longest Common  Subsequence (LCS) Comparator to the Concatenation 
field. If the LCS score is greater than 0.85, consider the concatenated fields as a 
matching.

   
    If LCS("SMITHBOBALLEN", "ALLENSMITHBOB”) > 0.85, then consider those 

fields as agreeing. (The 0.85 threshold shall be configurable)



Interface where interchangeable fields can be set



Any questions/suggestions?

                                  

THANK YOU
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